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RHA had carved out a rather enviable position in 
the independent audio tech world thanks to their 
craftsmanship and sleek brand. However, like 
most new brands in the premium tech and 
lifestyle market, they were finding that attracting
new consumers to their brand while keeping
their curtheir current fans engaged was a delicate balance
to strike on social media. With audiophiles looking 
for the latest in engineering information, and the 
wider wearable technology market looking for 
lifestyle digital content, RHA were missing a trick 
in reaching both groups through community 
engagement and topical social media content.

How did we make it happen?How did we make it happen?
 

The Challenge



TWITTER
CHAT
Our research into the Google Analytics from the RHA website revealed that Scotland was their largest 
social traffic referrer and to extend beyond their current audience, working with a cultural icon that
had a similar interest to the RHA customer allowed us to reach a new but relevenat audience. We hosted 
an hour long weekly Twitter chat during Friday lunchtimes, where local rugby teams & players tweeted 
their answers and friendly social interactions with Twitter chat participants were driven from the RHA
account. Each club had an engaged social media following much larger that RHA and so brought in a
new following to the brand.new following to the brand.

SCOTTISH RUGBY

COMPETITION
Alongside the Twitter chat a low cost but high engagement social media competition was run to position
the RHA brand within new spheres of influence with the newly acquired followers.

A regional opportunity to get RHA fans talking about the brand outside of tech.





CRUNCH
TIME
Social media engagement grew across all platforms as we amended the campaign beyond the main 
driver platform of Twitter. This was done through Instagram Stories takeovers from the rugby teams
and signposting to the competition in organic posts. Impressions rose by 35,600 and positive 
brand mentions almost doubled from from 127 to 333. The Instagram Stories grew impressions by
over 59,000 and engagements for the month growing by 521%.

ENGAGEMENTS

SOCIAL MEDIA TRAFFIC
Although referral traffic was not a key focus we developed and engagement strategy that including 
sharing links to blogs, product pages and Spotify Friday playlists which represented a 700% social
traffic increase.

A regional opportunity to get RHA fans talking about the brand outside of tech.





techchat
#winning

https://www.letsdostuffs.co.uk
https://instagram.com/letsdostuffs



